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The Language of Yoga
Swami Vivekananda revealed to the world the true foundations of India's unity as a nation. He taught how
a nation with such a vast diversity can be bound together by a feeling of humanity and brother-hood.
Vivekananda emphasized the points of drawbacks of western culture and the contribution of India to
overcome those. Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose once said: “Swamiji harmonized the East and the West,
religion and science, past and present. And that is why he is great. Our countrymen have gained
unprecedented self-respect, self-reliance and self-assertion from his teachings.” Vivekananda was
successful in constructing a virtual bridge between the culture of East and the West. He interpreted the
Hindu scriptures, philosophy and the way of life to the Western people. He made them realize that in
spite of poverty and backwardness, India had a great contribution to make to world culture. He played a
key role in ending India's cultural isolation from the rest of the world.

Essential Yoga
An encyclopedia of yoga practice and practical yoga as well as of the philosophy and background of yoga.

Anatomy of Hatha Yoga
Downward dog, tree pose, Marichyasana . . . Have you ever wondered how these names for yoga poses came
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about, inspired from animals, nature, and even sages? Using thirty carefully researched asanas, yoga
teacher Pragya Bhatt draws upon her own yoga practice and research to make a connection between ancient
Indian mythology and modern yoga practice. By depicting the beauty and form of each asana through the
lens of Joel Koechlin, this book intends to add meaning and value for practitioners and nonpractitioners alike, shedding new light on a familiar subject.

Beyond Asanas
Yoga brings not only a suppleness to the body but also a sense of spiritual and physical well-being to
those who practice it. Featuring over 170 postures from the main schools of yoga, The Yoga Bible is the
ultimate, comprehensive guide to practicing yoga and finding a mental and physical balance in life. The
book encourages yoga beginners and experts alike to find a yoga sequence that suits their personal needs
and abilities.

The Complete Yoga Book
Describes each of the 11 major styles of contemporary yoga; explores traditional and modern aspects of
anatomy and physiology; and provides extensive support and tools for teaching 108 yoga poses, breathing
techniques and meditations, in a book with 170 photos and illustrations. Original.

Yoga
Introducing the fun, furry fitness sensation: goat yoga! Lainey Morse didn't set out to start a fitness
craze, but she got one when her yoga-instructor friend asked her if she could hold a yoga class on
Lainey's farm. The appeal was immediately apparent, with word spreading quickly and waitlist developing
almost overnight. Now, Lainey has people traveling from every corner of the globe -- from Iceland to
Australia -- to experience goat yoga where it all began. If you don't have goat yoga in your city just
yet, this book offers a delightful "armchair goat yoga" experience, complete with adorable photos of
Lainey's goats (each of which has a big personality and will be profiled in the book) and a gentle yoga
sequence you can do with or without hooved friends.

The Complete Guide to Yin Yoga
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Finding it hard to balance your hectic life? Maybe it is time to reconnect with your true self and find
inner peace. Yoga can help. Start practicing yoga at home to improve your health and wellbeing! ***BLACK
AND WHITE EDITION*** Yoga is unique because it co-ordinates body, mind, and soul. It not only calms the
mind but promotes spirituality. Spirituality is not about religion. It is a state of mind, a sense of
being connected to the supreme consciousness, and it leads to self-realization. Yoga, thus, plays a
great role in balancing your body, mind, and soul. The yoga poses included in the book are easy to do,
not only for beginners but also for those with low flexibility levels. They were chosen to take into
account factors including age, flexibility levels, and health conditions practitioners may be
experiencing. Along with the images of the poses, you will find step-by-step instruction on how to
perform them. Regular practice of the yoga poses gives practitioners optimum benefits, both physically
and mentally. Yoga is one of the best ways to relieve stress, calm the mind, increase flexibility,
strengthen your body and overall health. You will find all the information you need to start practicing
yoga at home today!. Inside, discover: a brief history of yoga the many health and spiritual benefits of
practicing yoga 100 yoga poses for beginners and intermediate with clear step-by-step instructions to
achieve each pose. Each pose comes with an image, the benefits of the pose and the counterindications if
any. Easy yoga sequences for beginners with step-by-step instructions and images to start your practice
at home or anywhere you want. Yoga poses to alleviate specific health conditions including: back pain,
headache, asthma, neck pain, and many more! Breathing techniques used during the practice of yoga. Start
practicing yoga today! Scroll back up and order your copy now!

The Classic Yoga Bible
Finally, an easy-to-use quick-reference guide that captures the beauty and essence of hatha yoga itself.
Hatha Yoga Asanas: Pocket Guide for Personal Practice features full-color photos, basic movement cues,
the English and Sanskrit names, and difficulty ratings for over 150 poses, including these Bound angle
Bow Bridge Chair Child's Cobra Crescent lunge Crow Dancer I Downward-facing dog Forward bend Garland
Half moon Headstand Intense side stretch Lord of the fishes Lotus Pigeon Shoulder stand Side angle Staff
Tree Triangle Upward-facing dog Warrior Wheel Simple, attractive, and convenient, Hatha Yoga Asanas:
Pocket Guide for Personal Practice is the one reference every practitioner and instructor should own.

Yoganotes
Yoga is more popular than ever and this compact, illustrated guide to hundreds of yoga postures is for
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practitioners across all cultures and ages. 700 photos.

Hatha Yoga Asanas
Have you ever been bewildered in yoga class by the terms the teacher uses? What is the deeper meaning of
these terms? How can you benefit by knowing them? For passionate and curious yoga students, The Language
of Yoga offers the definitive A-Y of asana names and Sanskrit terms (there is no Z in Sanskrit!). This
interactive set includes more than 200 asanas with illustrated yoga postures and 300 Sanskrit
definitions. Sanskrit scholar Nicolai Bachman teaches you how to read and pronounce these sacred sounds
with precision, and guides you through seven yoga chants with exact rhythm, tone, and pronunciation. An
indispensable reference guide for any serious student of yoga.

Teaching Yoga
The book, an international bestseller and already in its 14th printing, is very detailed with pictures
and guides. It is an all inclusive guide, teaching every reader on it's own, irrespective of whether he
is a beginner or just wants a better understanding of yoga. This volume has taught and still continues
to teach and enlighten generations on the experience and the tremendous benefits of yoga for the body,
mind and spirit. Sri Ananda not only demonstrates all the fundamental and several advanced yoga postures
in black and white photos, but also clearly explains many obscure concepts so as to provide access to
spiritual wisdom that is usually available only through direct association with a master teacher.

Science of Yoga
Fun and healthy yoga exercises for kids and adults. Many children do not instinctively understand the
importance of relaxation and meditation. It can be a difficult concept to grasp for someone at a young
age. Yoga can be an accessible and fun way for children to learn the advantages of de-stressing and
relaxing. By starting yoga early, your children will develop their natural flexibility and balance while
simultaneously releasing mental and physical tension. With the fun activities featured in this book,
learn one hundred ways to introduce them to this healthy exercise, which could develop into a lifelong
practice. Included in this book are sections discussing: • Relaxation • Meditation • Breathing • Mudras
(Sanskrit for “gesture” or “attitude”) • Standing and sitting postures • Elongated postures • Games
incorporating yoga Additionally, 100 Yoga Activities for Kids features full-color illustrations and
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diagrams on every page to aid in the explanation and instruction of each pose. Discover the amazing
benefits of these elaborate and simple postures, and explore a fun and healthy activity to share
together.

Asanas
Explore the physiology of the key yoga asanas, indepth and from every angle, and master each pose with
confidence and control. Recent scientific research now backs up what were once anecdotal claims about
the benefits of yoga to every system in the body. Science of Yoga reveals the facts, with annotated
artworks that show the mechanics, the angles, how your blood flow and respiration are affected, the key
muscle and joint actions working below the surface of each pose, safe alignment, and much more. Look no
further to achieve technical excellence in your practice and optimize the benefits of yoga to your body
and mind.

Complete Book of Yoga
Patanjali Yoga Sutras is an age-old treatise written on the four-fold path of Yoga. It delves into the
workings of our mind, body and spirit. Originally written in Sanskrit, this book is by Swami
Vivekananda, detailing each sutra, simultaneously guiding us on ways to reach our goals. Starting from
the very basics like concentration and meditation, to higher goals like attaining liberation and selfrealization, these sutras are meant to teach us ways that help elevate lives and spirits. Easy to
practice techniques, simplified life-philosophies and a modern rendering to the age-old wisdom make this
book a collector’s jewel.

Power Yoga for Athletes
Since 1960, more than 1 million people have used this classic guide to tap the incredible power of yoga.
The attractive new edition, in a new size, will appeal to a wide audience of contemporary yoga students.
From the Trade Paperback edition.

Feeling Peace with 108 Yoga Poses
"Do you feel sluggish, mentally exhausted, or disconnected from life? Whether you want to (1) increase
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your strength and flexibility (2) relieve pain and prevent injury, or (3) reduce stress and become
happier, then keep reading to discover how to easily do this with the best yoga positions of all
time!"--Amazon.

Hatha Yoga for Teachers and Practicioners
This second edition of this bestseller provides an in-depth look at the philosophy and practice of Yin
Yoga with illustrated how-to sections, including detailed descriptions and photographs of more than 30
asanas.

The Complete Book of Vinyasa Yoga
Hatha Yoga for Teachers and Practitioners is a must-read if you want to derive maximum benefits from
your yoga practice and master the art of comprehensive sequencing. You will be presented with powerful
tools to classify yoga poses and instantly create customized sequences for different levels, themes, and
goals. Starting from the traditional approach to yoga, you will discover how yoga poses affect the
internal body and how systematic yoga sequencing can increase your holistic health and well being. You
will also understand the medically-proven benefits of yoga and you will learn the ancient principles of
sequencing asanas according to their corresponding chakras (energy centres). Esteemed yoga teachers and
trainers of more than 2000 yoga teachers, Ram Jain and Kalyani Hauswirth-Jain describe how to create
safe, fulfilling, and holistic Hatha Yoga practices. Ram and Kalyani provide you with practical
descriptions of over 200 asanas, with their respective instructions, alignment cues, contraindications,
and modifications - which will bring your yoga classes and practice to a whole new level.

Yoga: the Advanced Lessons
The popular names of many yogic asanas - from Virbhadra-asana and Hanuman-asana to Matsyendra-asana,
Kurma-asana and Ananta-asana - are based on characters and personages from Indian mythology. Who were
these mythological characters, what were their stories, and how are they connected to yogic postures?
Devdutt Pattanaik's newest book Yoga Mythology (co-written with international yoga practitioner Matt
Rulli) retells the fascinating tales from Hindu, Buddhist and Jain lore that lie behind the yogic asanas
the world knows so well; in the process he draws attention to an Indic worldview based on the concepts
of eternity, rebirth, liberation and empathy that has nurtured yoga for thousands of years.
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Yoga Journal
Learn how to sketch simple yoga 'stick figures' to capture and plan your yoga sequences with this
simple, step-by-step system that can be quickly learned, even without any drawing or sketching skills.
Also available as an e-book: www.yoganotes.net The first part of the book explains the basic principles
of sketching and constructing the yoga stick figures and combining them into sequences.The second part
contains step-by-step instructions for sketching over 80 of the most common asanas and their variations.
Who is this book for? For Yoga Teachers & Coaches: If you teach yoga classes or work with your own
private clients, sketching is a great way to plan out sequencesand practice plans in a visual way.You
can use them as a visual overview during class (if you haven't fully memorised the sequence yet). They
also make great handouts for your students after a workshop or as personalised practice plans for your
one-on-one clients. For Teacher Training Attendees: If you are learning to be a yoga teacher there is a
lot of information to take in and to process.Taking visual notes and using sketches to capture the
details about postures, alignment and anatomy will help you to get the most out of your training. The
notes you create will be clearer, more engaging and actually fun to look at and revise again later. For
Students & Practitioners: If you study or practice yoga, you can sketch out your favourite sequences to
use as a guide during your home practice or for when you are travelling.Sketch out that great class you
attended at your yoga studio or the nice ow you found on YouTube. The sketched overview will be the
perfect cheat sheet to keep by your mat during your own practice.

Yoga Anatomy
The Super P:u:s:s:y Parade with more than 500 pages filled with over 1,000 photos is a must for every
fan of this freest form of body expression. With each photo session spread over double-sided pages, this
volume makes for a truly e:r:o:t:i:c occasion. Attractive price, hardcover, colored pages, thread
stitching, colored end band, beautiful art paper and in a practical size - a true steal!

Yoga Anatomy Coloring Pose by Pose
A landmark new translation and edition Written almost two millennia ago, Patañjali's work focuses on how
to attain the direct experience and realization of the purusa: the innermost individual self, or soul.
As the classical treatise on the Hindu understanding of mind and consciousness and on the technique of
meditation, it has exerted immense influence over the religious practices of Hinduism in India and, more
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recently, in the West. Edwin F. Bryant's translation is clear, direct, and exact. Each sutra is
presented as Sanskrit text, transliteration, and precise English translation, and is followed by
Bryant's authoritative commentary, which is grounded in the classical understanding of yoga and conveys
the meaning and depth of the sutras in a user-friendly manner for a Western readership without
compromising scholarly rigor or traditional authenticity. In addition, Bryant presents insights drawn
from the primary traditional commentaries on the sutras written over the last millennium and a half.

Super Pussy Parade
Color your way to yoga knowledge! This follow-up to the bestselling Yoga Anatomy Coloring Book shows the
proper engagement of muscles in dozens of poses, or asanas. As practitioners color in the beautiful
black-and-white drawings, they can clearly see the asana and relevant anatomy. Solloway explains how the
muscles, bones, tendons, and ligaments function in each pose, offers advice on working safely, and
provides additional tips. Forty-eight perforated flash cards are perfect for studying and designing
custom sequences.

The Key Poses of Yoga
"Yoga: The Advanced Lessons" Will Be Your Personal Secret Weapon! Inside you'll find 30 challenging
poses (like Crow, Peacock, Scorpion and more) to help take your practice from Plain Jane to aweinspiring-just like your favorite Instagram yogis! If You've Ever Wanted To Learn How To Do Amazing
Bendable Feats Of Art, Then Look No Further This yoga book has got you covered and then some! These 30
challenging poses will help you get to pro level--ASAP. If you're committed to elevating your yoga game
and having fun at the same time, then "Yoga: The Advanced Lessons" will be your personal coach. Not Only
Are You Going To Master Some Of The Most Challenging Poses, But Look What Else You'll Find Inside Ways
to make advanced poses even more challenging Why you should take your yoga practice outdoors The do's
and don'ts of an outdoor yoga session A Brief history of yoga Why yoga is beneficial for your health and
well-being Detailed pictures and instructions for achieving mind-bending poses Why meditation is
essential to your yoga practice How to connect your body, mind and spirit for an even more intense yoga
session Plus, so much more! So if you're up for a challenge and you're ready to push your yoga routine
to the next level, then I challenge you to spend the next 30 days committing to the poses in this book.
But be warned: this is for serious yogis only! Think You've Got What It Takes? ==> Scroll up and click
add to cart to get your copy now! tags: yoga, yoga books, yoga poses, yoga advanced, stretching, yoga
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for weight loss, yoga exercises, mindfulness, yoga for beginners, bodyweight exercises, restorative
yoga, yin yoga

Complete Book Of Yoga
Looks at fifty-five fundamental poses from an anatomical perspective to describe their function in the
practice of hatha yoga.

The Complete Guide to Yoga Inversions
A full program for ridding back pain helps a person find the cause of the pain and then create a
targeted yoga program for fixing the problem. Original.

1,500 Stretches
Sri T. Krishnamacharya (1888–1989) was the most influential figure in the last 100 years in the field of
yoga. Many of today's best-known yoga teachers—including his brother-in-law B. K. S. Iyengar, his son T.
K. V. Desikachar, and Pattabhi Jois, founder of Ashtanga yoga—studied with him and modeled their own
yoga styles after his practice and teaching. Yet, despite his renowned status, Krishnamacharya's wisdom
has never before been made completely available, just as he taught it. Now, in The Complete Book of
Vinyasa Yoga, Srivatsa Ramaswami—Krishnamacharya's longest-standing student outside his own
family—presents his master's teachings of yogasanas in unprecedented detail. Drawing upon his 33 years
of direct study, beginning in 1955 and continuing nearly until his teacher's death, Ramaswami presents
more than nine hundred poses and variations in logically structured sequences, precisely describing
Krishnamacharya's complete Vinyasakrama system. Along with every movement of each yoga posture, he
covers the proper breathing techniques for each pose—something no other book also derived from
Krishnamacharya's teaching does. Nearly 1,000 full-color photographs are featured in this authoritative
landmark presentation of the study practiced by the "grandfather of modern yoga."

Yoga for Back Pain
The book provides 108 Yoga Poses for physical fitness, weight loss, stress relief, meditation, inner
peace, love, improved health and life satisfaction. Instructions, pictures and suggestions are clear,
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simple quick to use and effective.

Yoga for Beginners
With our lives our bodies too are changing. Puberty, pregnancy, obesity, thyroid, PCOS, menopause,
stress–as women go through different stages of life, their bodies too transform accordingly. So how does
one deal with these changes? Bollywood’s most celebrated yoga expert, Payal Gidwani Tiwari comes to your
rescue. From the basics of yoga to their practical application in our day to day life–Payal’s essential
mantras guarantee not just weight loss but also promise a healthier lifestyle. Designed for all age
groups, this book comes enriched with easy to follow exercise regimes and invaluable tips. Body Goddess
is indispensable for every woman who wants to look and feel like a diva.

Encyclopaedia of Traditional Asanas
his book combines the perspectives of a dedicated yogi with that of a former anatomy professor and
research associate at two major American medicine schools. He has set himself the ambitious goal of
combining the modern scientific under- standing of anatomy and physiology with the ancient practice of
hatha yoga. The result of an obvious labour of love, the book explains hatha yoga in demystified,
scientific terms while at the same time honouring its traditions. It should go a long way in helping
yoga achieve the scientific recognition it deserves. Useful as both a textbook and a reference work,
this is a book that all serious yoga teachers and practitioners will want on their shelves.

The Yoga Sutras of Patañjali
1,500 Stretches--the follow-up book to the New York Times bestseller 2,100 Asanas-- compiles all
stretching poses in one place, organized by body part, with stunning photographs, easy-to-follow steps,
and the health benefits of each pose. Does your lower back ache from sitting all day? Can you barely
walk after your cycling class? Do you stretch your back and feel only more tension? Stretching is vital
for chronic pain, building muscle tone, and full movement. 1,500 Stretches has the complete collection
of stretches organized by body part--back, calf, hamstrings, chest and many more. They are demonstrated
in beautiful full-color photographs. The steps are easy to follow and explain what muscle groups are
targeted and its benefits for pain relief and physical appearance. There are additional chapters on yoga
and partner stretches and the importance of stretching correctly.1,500 Stretches celebrates the beauty
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of the body through photography, while providing practical advice to feel and look better.

Body Goddess
For more than 30 years, Yoga Journal has been helping readers achieve the balance and well-being they
seek in their everyday lives. With every issue,Yoga Journal strives to inform and empower readers to
make lifestyle choices that are healthy for their bodies and minds. We are dedicated to providing indepth, thoughtful editorial on topics such as yoga, food, nutrition, fitness, wellness, travel, and
fashion and beauty.

Patanjali Yoga Sutras
The best-selling anatomy guide for yoga is now updated, expanded, and better than ever! With more
asanas, vinyasas, full-color anatomical illustrations, and in-depth information, the second edition of
YogaAnatomy provides you with a deeper understanding of the structures and principles underlying each
movement and of yoga itself. From breathing to inversions to standing poses, see how specific muscles
respond to the movements of the joints; how alterations of a pose can enhance or reduce effectiveness;
and how the spine, breathing, and body position are all fundamentally linked. Whether you are just
beginning your journey or have been practicing yoga for years, Yoga Anatomy will be an invaluable
resource—one that allows you to see each movement in an entirely new light. With Yoga Anatomy, Second
Edition, authors Leslie Kaminoff and Amy Matthews, both internationally recognized experts and teachers
in anatomy, breathing, and bodywork, have created the ultimate reference for yoga practitioners,
instructors, and enthusiasts alike.

100 Yoga Activities for Children
Perfect for those who want a total body and mind workout.

The Little Book of Goat Yoga
The first yoga text to outline a step-by-step sequence for developing a complete practice according to
viniyoga--yoga adapted to the needs of the individual. • A contemporary classic by a world-renowned
teacher. • This new edition adds thirty-two poems by Krishnamacharya that capture the essence of his
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teachings. Sri Tirumalai Krishnamacharya, who lived to be over 100 years old, was one of the greatest
yogis of the modern era. Elements of Krishnamacharya's teaching have become well known around the world
through the work of B. K. S. Iyengar, Pattabhi Jois, and Indra Devi, who all studied with
Krishnamacharya. Krishnamacharya's son T. K. V. Desikachar lived and studied with his father all his
life and now teaches the full spectrum of Krishnamacharya's yoga. Desikachar has based his method on
Krishnamacharya's fundamental concept of viniyoga, which maintains that practices must be continually
adapted to the individual's changing needs to achieve the maximum therapeutic value. In The Heart of
Yoga Desikachar offers a distillation of his father's system as well as his own practical approach,
which he describes as "a program for the spine at every level--physical, mental, and spiritual." This is
the first yoga text to outline a step-by-step sequence for developing a complete practice according to
the age-old principles of yoga. Desikachar discusses all the elements of yoga--poses and counterposes,
conscious breathing, meditation, and philosophy--and shows how the yoga student may develop a practice
tailored to his or her current state of health, age, occupation, and lifestyle. This is a revised
edition of The Heart of Yoga.

The Complete Illustrated Book of Yoga
From the author of the best-selling Yoga Deck comes Essential Yoga—the only hatha yoga book to offer
this many poses (over 100), this many illustrations (over 180), and this many suggested sequences (over
50). Practical and interactive, it focuses on the poses themselves, providing clear, concise
instructions and detailed illustrations for each, all in a lay-flat format that's easy to refer to
during yoga practice. It also includes six classic moving meditations (such as Sun Salutation and Camel
Vinyasa), 10 beginner-to-advanced sessions, and 48 mini-sequences designed to build strength for
specific activities or alleviate health problems. Essential Yoga combines physical poses (asanas),
breathing exercises (pranayamas), and meditations (dhyanas) into a simple and complete reference guide
for yoga practitioners of all levels. Along the way, author Olivia Miller provides guidance on proper
technique and alignment; modifications for beginners or those with knee, neck, or back pain; suggestions
for preventing injury; and ways to keep a regular practice interesting and active. For beginners as
muchas experts looking for one complete book that has it all, Essential Yoga is it.

Yoga Mythology: 64 Asanas and Their Stories
Turn your yoga routine on its head! Designed to take you from a beginner to an advanced yoga student,
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this helpful guide will help you to progress from downward dog to even the more intricate of handstand
poses. Improve focus and ability as you tone your upper body and core. The Complete Guide to Yoga
Inversionsis the ultimate collection of the most common arm balance poses and yoga inversions that are
found in a variety of styles of yoga including ashtanga, bikram, power, hatha and more. Challenge
yourself with XX arm balances and yoga poses with detailed step-by-step instructions from fitness and
yoga instructor Jennifer DeCurtins. Each pose includes a helpful photo along with modifications and
progressions. Learn to do pivotal, foundational poses such headstand, handstand and crow. The Complete
Guide to Yoga Inversions is the perfect guide to improve your ability.

Yoga Sequencing
"Written for a broad yoga market that includes teachers, teacher trainers, studio owners, and students,
Yoga Sequencing presents 67 sequences of poses designed for a range of yoga student experience and
offers a comprehensive resource for designing and refining yoga classes"--

The Heart of Yoga
The most complete collection of yoga asanas ever photographed, and the first-ever to categorize an
astonishing 2,100 yoga poses. This beautifully designed book is a must-have for yogis of all levels and
every practice. 2,100 Asanas is an unprecedented, meticulously crafted catalog of yoga poses and
modifications. It is also a gorgeous work of art, showcasing the beauty and athleticism of the human
form. Each photograph features an expert yogi performing the pose to perfection. The aesthetic is clean
and modern. The book is organized into eight major types of poses-standing, seated, core, quadruped,
backbends, inversions, prone, and supine-and further broken down by families of poses that progress from
easiest to more challenging. Every pose is accompanied by the name of the pose in English and Sanskrit,
a description of the modification, the Drishti point (eye gaze), the chakras affected and its benefits.

2100 Asanas
Approximately 900 titels of Asanas, a good number of which are so far unhead of 1100 techniques and
illustrations of asanas. 200 authoritative and valid source most of which are unpublished Manuscript.
Thousand of references. Hundred of crossreference to ascertain validity, to ckeck comparison and
distinction, to established of relationshp, for grouping and classifications and also to find out
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synonyms. 100 application of Padmasana . 60 Application of Shirshasan (inversion). An exhaustive
Introduction. An Appendix of various illustration from different cultures adding additional information,
charm and colorfulness of the ancient traditon.
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